Personal Social & Emotional Development








Communication and Language

Talk about why the bus is ‘too naughty’
Emotion puppets
Name the emotion
Confident to sing in front of friends
Show a desire to be independent
Help with simple tasks
Interact with bus driver and people in the
community













Listen and identify vehicle sounds
Learn vocabulary linked to transport and travel
Use vehicle sounds in play
Talk a story
Listen/recreate the sounds on naughty bus video
Sing action songs – wheels on the bus, sing a rainbow
Share books and stories: group/individually
Use word combinations & simple sentences
Understand concepts including big, heavy, up
Describe position of the bus

Physical Development









Wheels on the bus movement activity
Move and dance to William Tell's Train
Overload!
Talk about hygiene routines, why do we brush
our teeth
Squiggle that wiggle activities
Dress/put coat on unaided
Increase independence in toileting
Holi food tasting
Climb like a monkey

Words & concepts:
Car, bus, plane, truck, lorry, police, fire engine,
ambulance, emergency, rescue, save, sink, float, flood,
rainbow,

St Thomas the Martyr Early Years Foundation Stage

The naughty bus and other vehicles
Literacy









Naughty bus
All change
Noahs ark
Jack and the bean stalk
Talk a story
Mark making with: bean juice,
paint, crayon, pencil, water
Give meaning to marks
Squiggle that wiggle

Mathematics









Number roads
Group vehicles by type, colour & size
Describe and categorise vehicles
Look for shapes on vehicles/pictures
eg. Circle-wheel
Use shapes to create transport
pictures
Use positional language
Identify who is at the
front/back/middle of the bus queue
Water play, filling and emptying

Home links







Play with cars, trains and vehicles
Play with water and boats
Name colours of clothes and everyday items
Go on a bus or train ride ride
Sing ‘wheels on the bus’ and ‘sing a rainbow’

Understanding of the World








Listen and recreate the sounds
on the naughty bus video
Trains and vehicle small world
Cars, garage and road mat
Holi celebrations
Discuss seasonal changes
Watch video/listen to William
Tell's Train Overload!
Bus ride

Expressive arts and design










Listen and dance to William Tell
overture (train Overload!)
combine and change colours
Noah’s ark small world
Cars, trains and vehicle play
Bus role play
Explore the texture of beans and
other materials
Holi colour activities
Draw a train track
Build a bridge

